User Guide

1. Power It Up
   Press the power button 5 times rapidly.

2. Insert Rove Cartridge
   Insert your favorite Rove cartridge and twist clockwise to lock in place. If you have the magnetic version, tighten magnetic collar (gold side up) onto threaded part of cartridge before inserting.

3. Adjust Power
   Cycle through power settings by pressing the power button 3 times rapidly. Adjust it to 8 watts. (note color indicator light)

4. Prime It
   Hold down the power button and gently blow into cartridge; heating the oil and allowing it to flow into the atomizer. Once vapor is seen exiting the cartridge it’s ready to use.

5. Puff It
   Hold down the power button and inhale.

6. Power It Down
   Press the power button 5 times rapidly.

Want a bigger vapor cloud?
   Adjust the power to a higher setting.

Charging
   When the indicator light blinks 8 times the battery needs to be recharged. Plug the included USB cable into a standard USB port that is between 0.5 - 1.0A. At this time the indicator light on the charger should be green. Next, screw the battery on to the charger. At this time the battery light will flash 3 times and the charger light will turn red. When the battery is completely charged the charger light will turn green.

Usage Disclaimer
   NEVER leave charging batteries unattended.
   NEVER overcharge battery or leave on charger for extended periods of time.
   ONLY use with Rove battery charger.

Specifications
   Battery Capacity: 1000mAh
   Output Amps: 3.3A
   Atomizer Resistance: 1.5 - 2.0 ohms
   Charging Time: 3-4 hours
   Charging Limits: 5V @ 0.5A - 1.0A
   Battery Type: 16400 Battery
CARTRIDGE CARE

Our cartridges are designed to be used with all 510 threaded push button batteries. Although the atomizer can withstand outputs of 30+ watts, we recommend a lower power setting of 7 watts for optimal vaporization and taste.

Fortunately, our cartridges utilize a top flow air channel which mitigates any leakage. Cannabinoids can still degrade, however, from heat and direct sunlight so we recommend storing your cartridge in a relatively cool (~75°F) and dark environment (like its original box).

Please do not tamper with the cartridge. Any opening or dismantling of the cartridge may result in poor performance.

KEY TO A CONSISTENT ROVE HIT

Rove cartridges are specially designed to deliver a consistent and flavorful vape hit. Here are some simple instructions on how to prime your Rove prior to use for an optimal vaping experience.

Step 1: Make sure battery is charged and on by pressing the button. If off, click five times to turn on.
Step 2: Screw cartridge into 510 battery threading until cartridge stops.
Step 3: Prime cartridge by holding button for three seconds.
Step 4: Hold button for five seconds while blowing gently INTO the mouthpiece until vapor streams from the air holes. If cartridge is cold, repeat step 4.
Step 5: Press button and inhale your Rove for three to five seconds, then exhale.